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Learning point cloud shapes with geometric and
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3D point cloud semantic analysis is challenging due to irregular
locations and ill-posed sparse representations. In this study, we
explore the intrinsic structures of point clouds, which assist convo-
lutional neural networks in classification and segmentation tasks.
The network is referred to as a geometric and topological struc-
tures based convolutional neural network (GTS-CNN). Firstly, the
method extracts meaningful geometric adjacency for each surface
point as well as the topological persistence information for the
whole point cloud. Then the GTS-CNN processes this information
with a multi-head mechanism. There are three branches within
the network executing graph neighborhood message passing, point
position-related inference, and persistence image feature embed-
ding, respectively. In this way, an expressive descriptor is obtained
with a combination of three kinds of features, leading to a ro-
bust and finely grained representation. Experiments on standard
benchmarks, such as ModelNet40 and ShapeNet, show that our
network achieves promising performance compared to state-of-the-
art methods.

1. Introduction

Recently, 3D point cloud semantic analysis has become popular in many
applications of computer vision and computer graphics [1], especially in au-
tonomous driving and robotic manipulation. While 2D images reveal the
appearance of an object’s surface that is touchable or untouchable, e.g.,
cup and sky, point clouds record the position and even the surface normal,
which is highly useful in scene analysis. With the wide use of 3D sensor de-
vices, including LiDAR scanners and Microsoft Kinect devices, point clouds
of physical objects and scenarios are within reach of hands. Because point
clouds provide depth information and filter the light effect, agents can focus
on just the geometric properties of objects, and do more in 3D space than
that with 2D images.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our GTS-CNN. It has three branches: The first
branch (NN1) deals with the mesh neighborhoods, the second branch (NN2)
extracts relative position weighted features, and the third branch (NN3)
processes topological homology structures.

For image analysis tasks, past years have witnessed tremendous advances
thanks to deep learning technology, especially convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). CNNs make use of the local relationships of image patches to ex-
tract high-level features from the RGB values of image pixels. With the help
of special loss functions for certain tasks, CNNs learn compact representa-
tions for targets. Unlike images, point clouds have irregular layouts, limiting
the direct application of CNNs. Variants of CNNs have emerged to adapt
irregular data, including structured, unstructured and unordered formats.

In this study, we propose a neural network architecture mainly for point
cloud shape classification and segmentation tasks (see Figure 1 for details).
Our geometric and topological structure-based convolutional neural network
(GTS-CNN) consists of three branches, each of which is responsible for one
aspect of the point cloud. The first branch extracts features of the neighbor-
hood for each point. Most point cloud networks exploit local relationships
via k-nearest neighborhood (KNN) or ε-ball, where ambient points connect
to the target point, so a graph is established. This way, an unstructured
representation is converted to a structured one. However, those methods
have not taken the intrinsic geometry into consideration so far. Roughly
speaking, a 3D point cloud of the object is a sparse representation of a 2D
manifold, which can be used as a prior in the neural network. Therefore in
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the first branch, we extract meaningful geometric adjacent relationships us-
ing surface reconstruction technology instead of KNN at first, and then use
a graph neural network module to process the graph signal. For the second
branch, a special transformation is proposed to encode spatial relationships
of points, which is a kind of absolute and relative transformation. For the
third branch, the topological structure of input data is considered explicitly.
Currently, the topological invariants of shapes is seldom exploited in geo-
metric deep learning despite being a significant characteristic. For instance,
the topology of a cup with a handle is totally different from that of a ball
because there is a handle loop in the cup. Such observations can assist in
distinguishing between these two objects. We utilize persistence diagram, a
commonly used topological summary in persistent homology [2], to capture
the topological features which describe topology of point clouds via multiple
scales. Once we have a suitable discrete representation, we can feed it into
the network branch to get a more compact feature for an object.

Furthermore, the whole network provides flexibility for designing. Many
neighborhood building methods and topological feature representation meth-
ods can be employed. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• Bring persistence homology to point cloud networks. As far as we
know, our work is the first to focus on topological representation of
3D point clouds in a deep learning framework.

• Previous neighbor selection methods cannot effectively reflect the in-
trinsic geometry of point clouds, so a mesh reconstruction method is
employed in this study to exploit a more accurate local neighborhood.

• We propose a radial-position-aware multi-layer perceptron (MLP) layer,
and combine it with a graph subnetwork and a convolutional sub-
network using a multi-head mechanism. Experiments show that our
hybrid architecture achieves promising results on benchmarks.

2. Related work

2.1. Graph neural network

In geometric deep learning [3], data lying in a manifold with or without
connections are called geometric data. Traditional convolutional nerual net-
works cannot directly process such data. For example, an image is viewed
as a function in Euclidean space, sampled on a plane grid. Natural images
have the properties of stationarity, locality and compositionality that make
the convolution/pooling operator effective. However, for data that can be
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modeled as a graph, such as social networks, biomolecular graphs, and sur-
face mesh, no such well-defined stationarity property exists. Geometric data
have no regular layout in feature space, but nevertheless we can define a
signal on graphs (e.g., on the vertices) and modify the convolutional layer.

Deep learning methods on graphs can be divided into two groups: those
based on spatial/patch methods and those based on spectral methods. Spa-
tial methods [1, 4–6] implement convolution directly on each node and its
neighbors. The feature of a node at an intermediate layer of a graph neural
network is collected from neighbors and itself in the previous layer. After
such a message passing stage, there may be a pooling module. It usually
performs graph coarsening or clustering to reduce the graph size. Recently,
graph attention networks [7] have been developed to compute importance
eij of node j’s features to node i using a shared attentional mechanism.

For spectral methods [1, 8], the graph Fourier transformation is applied
to the graph signal and the convolution is performed in the spectral space.
One main drawback of those methods comes from the difficulty in gener-
alizing across graphs with different sizes. SyncSpecCNN [9] alleviates this
problem by aligning all Laplacians to common canonical space.

2.2. Point cloud network

With the seminal work of PointNet [10] in 2016, the deep learning com-
munity began to pay attention to 3D point cloud classification and part
segmentation. Most works on 3D point cloud networks convert points to a
graph or clusters at the beginning. PointNet++ [11] finds that PointNet
lacks point-wise geometric context information, so it hierarchically samples
a part of the points and applies KNN or ε-ball search to build local regions,
and then uses mini-PointNet to extract features. Both of them aggregate
the local/non-local context with max pooling, and no special convolution is
explored in the networks.

Klokov and Lempitsky [12] arrange a point cloud as a KD-tree, which
is invariant to permutation and translation, partially invariant to jitter, but
variant to rotations. Lei et al. [13] use octree to build a network with the
ability to account for more data in point neighbors than KD-tree, and then
employ bins of the quantized sphere to encode detailed local geometric infor-
mation of the points. However, it is still variant to rotations. Methods [14–17]
build KNN neighborhoods first, followed by spatial graph neural networks
to aggregate high-level features. Methods in [18–21] mine more local geo-
metric details in point clouds. For example, Shen et al. [18] model local
shape via kernel templates. Lan et al. [19] project the relative displacement
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to the coordinate system and weight neighbor features by angles. The works

in [22, 23] extend point clouds to 3D continuous space and estimate local

density in different ways. Specifically, Atzmon et al. [22] use weighted basis

functions to approximate the point cloud density and convolve with weighted

kernel functions in continuous form. On the contrary, Wu et al. [23] directly

estimate kernel density offline and use it to weight discrete convolutions.

Spectral methods also appear in point cloud analysis. Te et al. [24] use

a distance matrix to build the Laplacian, and then apply graph spectral

method. In [25, 26], the surface signal is projected onto a sphere and the

spherical spectral transformation equivariant to rotations is implemented

via convolution.

Some works apply a point cloud network to other applications, includ-

ing 3D point cloud denoising [27], adversarial samples generation [28], and

geodesic distance estimation [29]. Zhang et al. [30] detect point cloud saliency

via shifting some points toward the point cloud center. Their experiments

find that the radial positions of points affect the performance of point cloud

network. Inspired by this work, the second branch of our network actively

takes care of the radial position effect.

2.3. Persistent homology

Homology [31] is an algebraic tool to compute topological invariants that

represent independent holes in a topological space. The k-dimensional holes

of a topological space X are described by an algebraic element of the k-

th homology group Hk(X). Concretely, a 0-dimensional (1-dimensional, 2-

dimensional) homology class represents a connected component (a loop, a

trapped volume). Note that the inclusion between two topological spaces

X and Y induces a homomorphism between the corresponding k-th homol-

ogy groups Hk(X) and Hk(Y ). Persistent homology [2] is a computational

tool that indicates the change of homology features as the scale parameter

increases. It has a compact expression called persistence diagram (PD), a

multiset of points in the Cartesian plane. For a fixed choice of homological

dimension k, each topological feature is represented by a point (x, y) ∈ R
2,

whose coordinates x and y are the scale parameters at which the feature first

appears and disappears, respectively. The life span y − x (y ≥ x) is called

the persistence of the feature. Practically, features with high persistence are

taken as important features, but those with relatively low persistence are

typically regarded as noise. In the case of point clouds, PDs can be produced

using Vietoris-Rips filtration.
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In order to get a stable vector representation of a PD, Adams et al. [32]
proposed using normalized symmetric Gaussian to convert a PD to a scalar
function over the plane, leading to persistence image (PI). Kusano et al. [33]
developed a kernel method for PDs. Recently, Dong et al. [34] proposed a
vectorizing representation of PD based on B-spline surface (PBSG), of which
the control grid is concatenated into a vector. In this study, PI and PBSG
are used to encode point clouds. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first use of persistence homology in deep 3D point cloud analysis.

3. Methods

The tasks studied in this paper are to perform 3D point cloud classification
and part segmentation. We starts with a set of point clouds χ = {X(m)}
with X(m) = {x(m)

i } and m = 1, · · · ,M , i = 1, · · · , N , where x
(m)
i ∈ R

3. For
the classification task, each X(m) needs to be classified to a specific object
class, while for the segmentation task, each point in X(m) are segmented to a
specific semantic part. We now explain the main modules of GTS-CNN. As
stated above, it consists of three branches, each of which processes one aspect
of input point clouds. Figure 2 illustrates the full network architectures.

3.1. Mesh neighborhood

The first branch is a pure spatial graph convolutional subnetwork. It is so
lightweight that it only contains a neighborhood constructor and multilayer
perceptrons. For a point cloud sampled from a 3D shape, methods used to
find the neighborhood for each point are well studied in computer graphics.
In most point cloud neural networks, the neighborhood is prescribed via
KNN or ε-ball. A neighborhood should be both large enough so that the
points sufficiently describe the local geometry, and appropriately small so
that the local features are preserved. In general, ε-ball query guarantees a
fixed scale of local region, which is more plausible in common space com-
pared to KNN. However, in the case of non-uniform sampling, ε-ball query
would fail in low density regions. Assuming that data are scattered at a
low-dimensional manifold, Zhu et al. [35] regularized the loss of the neural
network with a complex constraint over the input and output features, but
the loss is hard to optimize. Since point cloud data is located on a 2D man-
ifold, it is natural to construct the neighborhood in a mesh reconstruction
view, rather than an underdetermined manifold regularization.

Given a 3D point cloud of a shape, a triangular mesh can be recon-
structed. In this study, the mesh is built based on [36]. It greedily selects
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Figure 2: Our GTS-CNN network architectures for classification (a) and
segmentation (b). ‘SGeoConv’ denotes the Spherical GeoConv operator. The
numbers of learnable parameters of the networks (a) and (b) are 1.8M and
1.4M, respectively.

local optimal triangles in the Delaunay triangulation of the input points in
an incremental way. With a control of the topology of the reconstruction,
this approach is robust to sparse point clouds and creates few ambiguities.
For a mesh vertex p, its 1-ring neighborhood contains the vertices adjacent
to it, its 2-ring neighborhood includes its 1-ring neighbors and the vertices
adjacent to its 1-ring neighbors, and so on. To get the K neighbors of a given
point p, we first identify its largest n-ring neighborhood with size not more
than K, and then expand the neighborhood by randomly adding points in
its (n+1)-ring neighborhood but not in its n-ring neighborhood, till reaching
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the size K. The K neighbors so generated is called the mesh neighborhood

of the point p.

3.2. Absolute and relative transformations

The second branch of our GTS-CNN is concerned with absolute and relative

transformations of points. Denote an intermediate representation of points

at layer l by X
(l)
N×C , where x

(l)
i ∈ R

C is the i-th row of X(l) as well as the

original position xi = x
(0)
i . In general, a spatial method can be expressed as:

(1) x
(l+1)
i = γθ(x

(l)
i ,�j∈N (i)φθ(x

(l)
i , x

(l)
j , eij))

where � is the reduce operator (e.g., mean, sum), and γθ, φθ are param-

eterized functions with learnable parameters θ. For each point i, a local

spherical coordinate system is constructed with its origin at point i. For all

neighbor points j of i, a relative transformation aggregates their features

into point i. Meanwhile, an absolute transformation performs on point i in

the world coordinate system. Extending from GeoConv [19], the formula of

the convolution (referred to as Spherical GeoConv) in the second branch of

GTS-CNN on point i at layer l is:

(2)

x
(l+1)
i = a(i) + r(i)

a(i) = MLPball(i)(x
(l)
i )

r(i) =
∑

j∈N (i)

h(i, j, r)

where functions h(i, j, r) and r(i) are the same as in [19]. Compared to

GeoConv, the difference is the absolute transform module a(i). Since exper-

iments in [30] indicate that radial distance for some points has a large impact

on the fundamental discriminant ability of the network, the module a(i) is

adapted to make use of radial position. While GeoConv treats each point

at different radial position equally, we divide radial space into several parts

R = {0, R1, R2, · · · , RN} and each part [Rk−1, Rk] owns an independent

MLP, so that for one point located at a certain shell part, the corresponding

MLP is used to extract features. The operator ball(i) identifies which shell

the point i lives in and is invariant to rotations. With Spherical GeoConv,

the point cloud networks may identify salient points effectively and become

more robust.
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Absolute and relative transformations are popular in graph and point
cloud neural networks, such as in [14, 20, 21]. For example, absolute and
relative position embedding (ARPE) is commonly used:

x
(l+1)
i = max

j∈N (i)
{MLP ([x

(l)
i , x

(l)
j − x

(l)
i ])}(3)

Therefore, it is also included as the first layer of the second branch in this
study.

3.3. Learning from persistence image

The third branch of GTS-CNN cares about the topological structure of point
clouds. As introduced above, the PD of a given 3D point cloud is a set of 2D
points. There are various theoretically guaranteed methods to vectorize it.
In practice, a 2D convolutional neural network is powerful enough to learn
high-level features from 2D data, using PI as the input representation. In
the following, the procedure for producing PIs is introduced [32].

Specifically, define the linear map T : R2 → R
2 such that T (x, y) =

(x, y − x). Let g represent the normalized symmetric Gaussian with mean
u = (ux, uy) = (x, y − x), which is defined as

(4) g(x, y;u) =
1

2πσ2
e−[(x−ux)2+(y−uy)2]/2σ2

.

A PD in birth-death coordinates is denoted as P . The corresponding per-
sistence surface of P is given by

(5) ρP(x, y) =
∑

u∈T (P)

f(u)g(x, y;u),

where f : R
2 → R is a nonnegative weighting function. f is critical to

ensure the stability of the transformation from a PD to a persistence surface.
Finally, the surface is reduced to a finite-size vector by discretizing it on a
relevant subdomain and integrating ρP over each subdomain. A PI is a
collection of pixels I(ρP)p =

∫∫
p ρPdxdy. As Figure 3 shows, two objects

with different topological features have different PIs. With such a topological
descriptor, one can distinguish objects with different topologies. Moreover,
PI lets us use the topological features in machine learning tasks, e.g., the
classification task using support vector machine (SVM). However, few deep
learning methods have taken topological descriptors as input so far.
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Figure 3: An example of PI. left: Airplane, right: Cup.

In this study, an image convolutional neural network is used to deal

with PIs for classification. Different from Adams et al. [32], the weighting

function in Equation (5) is set to be sigmoid f(u) = 1/(1 + e−suy+t) with

translation and scale factors t and s, where uy is the persistence length. PI

can be viewed as a gray image that has a local relationship, and the sigmoid

weighting function indicates the point region that we care about. Points in a

PD that has short persistence are ignored as noise. Those having excessively

long persistence are regarded as trivial features. Therefore, the larger its

persistence is, the slower the corresponding weight increases.

3.4. Final architecture

The final neural network is a hybrid architecture, which is based on Geo-

CNN [19]. It explicitly combines geometric structure and topological struc-

ture. The first branch takes a point cloud and the mesh neighborhood as

input, followed by a simple graph neural network. The graph neural net-

work generates new feature at each vertex by aggregating the features at its

adjacent mesh vertices. The second branch is a modified point cloud neural

network, which is the main branch of the three. It implements comprehen-

sive absolute and relative transformations on point clouds. The third branch

actually is a 2D convolutional neural network. Without bells and whistles,

we design a small network (referred to as PI-Net) to extract the features

from PI of point clouds. The parameters of PI-Net are shown in Table 1.

The output features of the third branch will be added to the output of the

main branch (i.e., the second branch).
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Table 1: Network structure in the third branch. Each layer is followed by
batch normalization and ReLU

Layer Type Parameters

1 conv
size: 4× 4× 1× 4
stride: 2, pad: 0

2 conv
size: 3× 3× 4× 16
stride: 2, pad: 0

3 conv
size: 3× 3× 16× 64
stride: 2, pad: 0

4 conv
size: 3× 3× 64× 128

stride: 2, pad: 0
5 linear size: 512× 256

4. Numerical experiments

All experiments in this study are implemented using Pytorch on an Nvidia

RTX 2080Ti. The loss function of networks is a cross entropy function with

weight decay regularization. It is trained by Adam optimizer. The weight

decay factor is set to 10−5 and the learning rate is initialized to 0.001, which

drops with a rate of 0.6 every 10 epochs. The mini-batch size is set to 32

during training. The parameters of the network are initialized using the

He initialization method [37]. Each Spherical GeoConv has two parts with

R = {0, 0.5, 1.0}. The translation and scale factors t and s are 0.5 and 10,

respectively. The mesh neighborhood size K is set to 16 in the first branch

and 32 in ARPE. In addition, our code is released and publicly available at

https://github.com/ZJUCAGD/GTS-CNN.

4.1. Datasets

Two public datasets are used to evaluate point cloud networks. One is Mod-

elNet40 [38], which contains 12,311 object meshes in 40 categories. In the

dataset, 9,843 models are used for training and 2,468 models for testing. The

other is the ShapeNet part dataset [39], used for shape segmentation tasks.

It contains 16,881 shapes with 16 categories. Shapes are labeled into 50 parts

in total. Each category is composed of two to six specific parts. Models of

these two datasets are represented by vertices and faces. For each model,

thousands of points are sampled from the mesh for the following numerical

experiments.

https://github.com/ZJUCAGD/GTS-CNN
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Table 2: ModelNet40 shape classification results: The methods are sorted by
time

Method input #points acc. (%) #params(M)/acc
PointNet [10] xyz 1k 89.2 1.6/88.4
PointNet++ [11] xyz 1k 90.7 1.7/90.4
ECC [5] xyz 1k 87.4 –
Kd-Net [12] xyz 32k 91.8 3.6/81.0
DGCNN [14] xyz 1k 92.2 1.8/91.7
SO-Net [16] xyz 2k 90.9 1.7/90.5
KCNet [18] xyz 1k 91.0 0.9/88.8
PCNN [22] xyz 1k 92.3 8.2/90.8
PointCNN [17] xyz 1k 92.5 0.9/88.0
Ψ-CNN [13] xyz 10k 92.0 0.8/85.8
PAT [20] xyz 10k 91.7 –
RS-CNN(no voting) [21] xyz 1k 92.9 1.3/90.9
Ours xyz 1k 92.2 1.8/92.2
PointNet++ [11] xyz, nor 5k 91.9 –
SO-Net [16] xyz, nor 5k 93.4 –
PointConv [23] xyz, nor 1k 92.5 20/89.8
Geo-CNN [19] xyz, nor 1k 93.4 4.1/90.3

4.2. Point cloud classification

The same as in PointNet++, to obtain 3D point clouds, 1024 points are
uniformly sampled from each object in ModelNet40 and normalized into
a unit ball centered at the origin. Therefore, all objects are in a similar
spatial scale. During training, each point in a point cloud is jittered by a
Gaussian random vector with zero mean and 0.01 standard deviation. The
mesh neighborhood and PI are computed offline in advance for saving train-
ing time. Because of heterogeneous structures, the whole network, shown in
Figure 2(a), is separated into two parts (the first two branches and the third
branch) to train 100 epochs and 50 epochs respectively, and then they are
combined to fine-tune through 60 epochs.

Table 2 summaries previous methods and our method for a quantita-
tive comparison. The majority of methods classify point clouds based on
input point positions; in addition, some of them may incorporate normal
vector information or sample more points to achieve state-of-the-art scores.
We notice that some methods, e.g., RS-CNN, adopt sufficient augmenta-
tion/learning techniques, like voting, to make the performance satisfactory,
which is important in reality tasks. However, the abuse of these delicate
strategies makes things confusing. Since the effectiveness of the methods
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Figure 4: Robustness to subsampling of point clouds.

listed above should be verified under the same experimental background,
we re-implement the neural networks that are available at authors’ web-
sites using Pytorch and set all configurations (including optimizer, number
of input points 1024, random seed, etc.) the same as ours. All networks are
trained from scratch and the results are listed in column “#params(M)/acc”
in Table 2. The column shows the number of parameters of networks and
records the overall accuracy. The accuracies of methods drop more or less
with unified training and prediction strategies. Among them, our GTS-CNN
achieves comparable performance (92.2%).

In some cases, the number of points is less than 1024, so it is necessary
to evaluate the robustness to subsampling of point clouds. Figure 4(a) shows
the result that the networks are not very sensitive to uniformly subsampling.
When the number of points drops to 64, our classification network still
achieves high accuracy above 80%, but the compared networks PointNet
and PointNet++ achieve accuracies lower than 70%.

4.3. Point cloud segmentation

Following the experiment setup in PointNet, 2048 points are uniformly sam-
pled from each object in the ShapeNet part segmentation dataset. The data
preprocessing is the same as that in the point cloud classification (Sec-
tion 4.2). In the point cloud segmentation task, point intersection-over-union
(IoU) is computed at test stage. Per-class and per-instance mean IoUs are
reported as evaluation criteria.

Our segmentation architecture is shown in Figure 2(b). It is similar to
the classification network, but contains a subsample module and an upsam-
ple module, which are implemented with furthest point sampling and nearest
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Figure 5: Visualization of prediction results on ShapeNet test dataset. Best
viewed in color.

neighborhood interpolation. Table 3 summarizes the quantitative results on
the ShapeNet test dataset. Compared with previous methods, our network
achieves better performance with point positions as input. The network ob-
tains class mIoU of 82.8% and instance mIoU of 85.2%. Figure 5 depicts
several segmentation results visually for 16 categories.

4.4. Ablation study

Deep neural networks have many uncertain aspects and confusing behaviors
that influence experimental performance. In this section, we will investigate
persistence homology used in the network, compare neighborhood selection
methods possibly employed in the first branch, and study radial space parti-
tion in SGeoConv. Finally, we will validate the effectiveness of the multi-head
design.

Influence of persistent homology. There are some ways to use persis-
tence homology to classify shape point clouds. Firstly, we can choose differ-
ent vector representations of the PD. As stated above, PI and PBSG [34]
have properties that are stable to shape deformation. Secondly, hyperparam-
eters of vector representation, including vector/image size, weight function,
etc., are crucial for capturing topological features with long persistence, and
are insensitive to points packed closely together. Experiments indicate that
a sigmoid function is a good choice for the weight function. Thirdly, classi-
fiers are important for classification tasks. Recent topological data analysis
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Table 3: Point cloud segmentation quantitative results on ShapeNet test dataset. ‘nor’ stands for normal vector
information

method
Kd-Net
[12]

PointNet
[10]

SCN
[40]

PCNN
[22]

KCNet
[18]

DGCNN
[14]

Ours
PointNet++

[11]
SyncSpecCNN

[9]
SO-Net
[16]

Input 4k 2k 1k 2k 2k 2k 2k 2k nor mesh 1k nor

Class
mIoU

77.4 80.4 81.8 81.8 82.2 82.3 82.8 81.9 82.0 80.8

Instance
mIoU

82.3 83.7 84.6 85.1 84.7 85.1 85.2 85.1 84.7 84.6

airplane 80.1 83.4 83.8 82.4 82.8 84.2 83.4 82.4 81.6 81.9
bag 74.6 78.7 80.8 80.1 81.5 83.7 82.3 79.0 81.7 83.5
cap 74.3 82.5 83.5 85.5 86.4 84.4 86.8 87.7 81.9 84.8
car 70.3 74.9 79.3 79.5 77.6 77.1 78.2 77.3 75.2 78.1
chair 88.6 89.6 90.5 90.8 90.3 90.9 90.8 90.8 90.2 90.8
earphone 73.5 73.0 69.8 73.2 76.8 78.5 80.2 71.8 74.9 72.2
guitar 90.2 91.5 91.7 91.3 91.0 91.5 91.5 91.0 93.0 90.1
knife 87.2 85.9 86.5 86.0 87.2 87.3 86.7 85.9 86.1 83.6
lamp 81.0 80.8 82.9 85.0 84.5 82.9 84.1 83.7 84.7 82.3
laptop 94.9 95.3 96.0 95.7 95.5 96.0 95.4 95.3 95.6 95.2
motorbike 57.4 65.2 69.2 73.2 69.2 67.8 71.6 71.6 66.7 69.3
mug 86.7 93.0 93.8 94.8 94.4 93.3 94.9 94.1 92.7 94.2
pistol 78.1 81.2 82.5 83.3 81.6 82.6 83.9 81.3 81.6 80.0
rocket 51.8 57.9 62.9 51.0 60.1 59.7 59.1 58.7 60.6 51.6
skateboard 69.9 72.8 74.4 75.0 75.2 75.5 74.3 76.4 82.9 72.1
table 80.3 80.6 80.8 81.8 81.3 82.0 81.9 82.6 82.1 82.6
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Table 4: Testing accuracy for different persistence diagram configurations.
“NN” stands for the simple neural network PI-Net

Method size classifier acc. (%)

PBSG
10× 10 SVM 28.1
10× 10 NN 33.3
20× 20 NN 35.5

PI

10× 10 NN 38.5
20× 20 NN 42.5
50× 50 NN 46.0

100× 100 NN 43.2

uses machine learning methods to prove the validity itself, but ignores pro-
moting the learning methods. Although deep neural networks are designed
for end-to-end learning and PD is just an intermedia feature representation
of raw data, it is novel to revisit classification with a combination of both.
Table 4 shows the results when we only use topological features to classify
shapes in ModelNet40. It suggests that a simple neural network is better
than the classic classifier SVM. Too large of the image size, such as a PI
with 100 × 100 pixels, is not the best for the task, because a PD contains
finite discrete points so that most areas of a large image become meaningless.

Another key point is that PD is robust to rigid transformation and slight
perturbation, so that a PI-based CNN can works well with moderate shape
deformation. To verify this point, a small 2D point cloud dataset is con-
structed. The dataset samples points from cups with various shapes and
orientations in the planar space. It consists of 100 rectangular cups with
handle, 100 rectangular cups without handle, 100 elliptical cups with han-
dle, and 100 elliptical cups without handle. The whole dataset is uniformly
divided into training and testing splits, keeping the ratio of the number of
objects at 7:3. The task of PI-based CNN is to identify whether an input
point cloud has a handle or not. As Figure 6 shows, when the handle of
a cup shrinks, the persistence of the highlighted point in the PD becomes
small but the feature point does not disappear. Different shapes of the main
cup bodies scarcely influence PDs. To the end, experiments on such a toy
dataset suggest a lightweight CNN (e.g., PI-Net) makes satisfactory pre-
dictions with an accuracy up to 88.3%. There are theorems ensuring the
stability of PD [41] and the stability of PI [32].

The computation of the topological features in the third branch is not
only invariant to rotations and translations w.r.t. input point clouds, but
also robust to subsampling of point clouds. Figure 4(b) shows that the ac-
curacy of the PI-Net branch linearly decays as the point cloud becomes
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Figure 6: Illustration of persistence image behavior under shape deformation.
First, the 4 different point clouds at left are transformed into PDs, shown in
the middle subplots. Then they are transformed into PIs, shown at right. The
probabilities of the existence of a handle for (a–d) predicted by a lightweight
CNN are 99.9%, 12.1%, 99.9% and 3.1%, respectively.

sparse, putting such deterioration in a smooth and predictable direction. In
a word, persistence homology does help neural networks to be robust against
common transformations applied to point cloud in an effective way.

Comparison of neighbor selection methods. We compare three neigh-
bor selection methods (KNN, manifold learning and mesh neighborhood)
that can be employed in the network. The baseline network is the first two
branches of a GTS-CNN classification network with KNN method for neigh-
borhood construction, and the other two neighbor selection methods are used
in the same network in replacement of KNN for comparison. As the manifold
learning neighbor selection method, the neighborhood selection algorithm in
adaptive manifold learning [42] is employed to build the neighborhood. It
starts with the KNN neighborhood for each data point, then prunes noisy
neighbors step by step using a geometric criterion, and expands the neigh-
borhood set by adding back some pruned points. Moreover, in the mesh
neighborhood method, the neighborhood is induced from a mesh as intro-
duced in Section 3.1. Figure 7(a) presents the experimental results of the
three methods. Evidently, the KNN method achieves the lowest scores com-
pared to the other two methods. The mesh neighborhood method is better
than the adaptive manifold learning method. The latter does not take global
surface situation into consideration and is a subset of KNN after all, while
the mesh neighborhood method maintains the topological quality of the
shape.

Radial space partition for absolute transformation in SGeoConv.
In world space, absolute transformation aims to get global features of points.
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Figure 7: Testing performance for different neighborhood construction meth-
ods (a), and different number of radial parts in SGeoConv (b).

Table 5: Ablation study of GTS-CNN on ModelNet40. Model A is Geo-
CNN [20] with 2 GeoConv

Model mesh neighborhood Spherical Geoconv PI acc. (%)
A 89.8
B � 90.6
C � � 91.4
D � � � 92.2

We study how many shell parts the unit sphere should be split into. Fig-
ure 7(b) shows the result that when the sphere is split into two parts, the net-
work achieves higher performance (both accuracy and mIoU) on ShapeNet
part segmentation compared to 1 part (no split) and 3 parts.

Contributions of three branches. We train the classification network
on ModelNet40 with different configurations of the three branches. Results
are presented in Table 5. Model A is the baseline, and Model D is the
final network we use, which achieves the highest score on the dataset. See
Appendix A for more experimental results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented GTS-CNN, a hybrid deep learning architec-
ture for inferring semantic information within point clouds. The contribu-
tion is that we use the geometric prior of a given point cloud and persistent
homology to improve the performance of point cloud networks. With the
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geometric prior, it is possible to fit the local points with a smooth surface

or graph mesh, thus aiding the network in training and protecting it from

unrelated points. For topological information, it is difficult to dig out topo-

logical features within a point cloud, and some methods have been tried in

previous work, such as multiscale neighborhoods. Persistent homology is an

advanced tool for describing the topological structure of objects. Most neural

networks are able to learn features by themselves; however, the existence of

persistence homology makes things more understandable and controllable.

Consequently, the proposed networks equipped with geometric and topolog-

ical structures achieve high performance on two tasks. Experimental and

theoretical analysis shows the effectiveness of the method. However, there

are still some problems unsolved. The computation burden is unavoidable in

neighborhood construction and PI generation. GPU-accelerated algorithms

are one solution. Another avenue for future work is the study of the philos-

ophy of usage for geometric and topological structures in different 3D tasks,

because there are so many choices to select and combine together.

Appendix A

This appendix shows the details of our study. The topological representa-

tions are discussed from theoretical and experimental views in Section A.1.

The training loss of the final networks is showed in Section A.2. And a pro-

cedure of constructing a 2D point cloud dataset is introduced in Section A.3.

A.1. More studies on the topological representation

Stability of PI-Net

Lemma 1. Let f, g : X → R be tame Lipschitz functions on a metric space

whose triangulation grows polynomially with a constant exponent j. Then

there are constants C and k > j no smaller than one such that the degree

q Wasserstein distance between persistence diagrams PD(f) and PD(g) is

Wq(PD(f), PD(g)) � C · ‖f − g‖1−k/q
∞ , for every q � k.

Lemma 1 states that a persistence diagram of a tame Lipschitz func-

tion that is extended from a 3D point cloud is stable with regard to local

deformation of the point cloud. See [41, 43] for details.

Lemma 2. The persistence image I(ρP) with Gaussian distributions is sta-

ble with respect to the 1-Wasserstein distance between diagrams P ,P ′. More
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precisely,

‖I(ρP)− I(ρP ′)‖2 � (
√
5|∇f |+

√
10

π

‖f‖∞
σ

)W1(P ,P ′),

where f is a weighting function.

Lemma 2 describes that PI is stable when it is transformed from PD
with a sigmoid function f . See [32] for details.

Proposition 3. The PI-Net in the third branch of GTS-CNN is stable with
respect to local deformations of point clouds.

Here, we make a brief explanation. Given a point cloud X, a second
point cloud X ′ is generated from X via local deformations or noisy point
addition. There are some well-defined Lipschitz functions g, g′ extended from
X,X ′ such that W q

1 (PD(g), PD(g′)) � Cq · ‖g − g′‖q−k
∞ . Thus the distance

between PIs of two point clouds ‖I(X) − I(X ′)‖2 is controlled by ‖g −
g′‖∞, indicating only local deformations between two images. Assuming a
simple image convolutional neural network owns deformation stability as
in [3, 44, 45], the feature representation output from PI-Net is stable with
local deformations of input image, so that PI-Net is stable with respect to
local deformations of point clouds.

A.1.1. Aggregation for topological features To investigate how to
combine the output topological features of the PI-Net and the features of
the second branch, we tested several symmetric functions, where Max, Sum
andMean are element-wise functions. Table 6 suggests thatMean function is
the most effective aggregation operation for testing accuracy on ModelNet40
dataset.

A.2. Training of networks

To see how networks evolve at the training stage, we measured loss curves,
shown in Figure 8, where loss value was recorded every 8 batches with mini-
batch size 32. For the classification task, the network was trained via three
sub-processes, which gained a higher test accuracy compared to direct train-
ing according to our experimental observation. For the segmentation task,
the network was trained directly and was not necessary to fine-tune later.
Both loss curves converged at the end, indicating the effectiveness of network
models.
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Table 6: Different aggregation operations for combining output features of
second branch (i.e., geometric feature x) and the third branch (i.e., topo-
logical feature y)

Aggregation operation acc. (%)
Max (max(x,y)) 91.3
Sum (x+ y) 91.9
Mean (x+y

2 ) 92.2
Concat ([x,y]) 91.3

Figure 8: Visualization of loss evolution at the training stage for the classi-
fication network (a) and the segmentation network (b): The training stage
of (a) was separated into three sub-processes while the training stage of (b)
only contained a joint training process.

A.3. Construction of toy dataset

In Section 4.4, a toy dataset was constructed to assist in our study. In this
part, we describe the procedure of construction in detail.
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Figure 9: Visualization of cups in the toy dataset.

• Main body. Because both rectangle and ellipse could be determined by
two parameters (e.g., major axis and minor axis), two numbers were
randomly sampled from corresponding ranges ([0.8, 2.8] and [0.2, 1.0]
for ellipse, [0.4, 3.4] and [0.2, 1.5] for rectangle) to generate a rectan-
gle/ellipse. Then 950 points were randomly sampled inside the rectan-
gle/ellipse.

• Handle. A handle was a semi-circle arc, of which radius was in the
range [0.1, 0.3]. Then 50 points were randomly sampled from the arc
followed by small perturbation.

• Finally, a point cloud of a 2D cup was generated after rotating points
from both the main body and the handle by a random angle. Figure 9
presents several samples.
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